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Abstract

The goal of this work is to assess global cardiac function

in terms of ventricular volume from Multi-Slice Computed

Tomography dynamic dataset. We propose an approach for

the segmentation of the left ventricle and the measurement

of the ventricular volume along the whole cardiac cycle.

It is based on the segmentation of the left cavities using a

fuzzy connectedness algorithm. The interactive placement

of a 3D valvular plane is then used to cut through the seg-

mented surface in order to extract the left ventricle. This

method provides, with few interactions, the cardiac vol-

ume along the whole cardiac cycle and global parameters

such as end-cardiac phases volumes and ejection fraction.

Results have been compared to measures estimated during

clinical routine with MSCT and MRI and have provided

satisfying results. The specificity and the sensibility of the

method have also been measured by a comparison with a

manual segmentation of reference, leading to a very good

specificity of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction

Cardiac function assessment from 3D image sequences

has been greatly improved by the recent technical develop-

ments of 3D echography, cine-MRI and Multi-Slice Com-

puted Tomography (MSCT). MSCT imaging offers signif-

icant advantages to study both cardiac anatomy and func-

tion, since it provides in a single exam, in a reduced acqui-

sition time and with a high spatial resolution, 3D dynamic

images of cardiac walls and cavities and of coronary ves-

sels. Nevertheless, these dynamic 3D images lead to very

large data sets from which the cardiac structures have to

be extracted under strong constraints to face clinical re-

quirements. This paper is focused on the segmentation of

the left ventricular cavity for each 3D volume of the car-

diac MSCT sequence, from which global 3D quantitative

parameters are extracted to describe the left cardiac func-

tion. Several approaches have been proposed to solve seg-

mentation problems in 3D imaging. Deformable models

have been widely developed on 3D cardiac segmentation.

To cite the main works, these models can be probabilistic

models such as in [1, 2] in cardiac MRI, or [3, 4] in car-

diac MSCT imaging. They can be also parametric models

with variational approaches [5, 6] or implicit models with

Level-Set methods [7] applied in cardiac MRI. Fuzzy Con-

nectedness methods [8] and Graphcuts methods [9] have

shown their interest for 3D segmentation in medical imag-

ing, mainly applied in vascular and cerebral imaging, more

recently in cardiac MRI [10]. Multi-agent approaches have

also been considered for the analysis of brain images [11].

A multi-agent scheme combined with a supervised classifi-

cation methodology to handle multi-object segmentation in

cardiac MSCT imaging has recently been proposed in [12].

The purpose of this paper is to measure the effectiveness of

the fuzzy connectedness approach for the detection of the

left cardiac cavity in MSCT dynamic images. The method

which has been used is described, including the formation

of a connectedness map, the definition of a valvular plane

to separate left atrium and left ventricle and the extraction

of global parameters. The obtained results are finally pre-

sented and discussed with a quantitative evaluation of the

method.

2. Methods

The fuzzy connectedness (FC) approach provides a new

formalization of the segmentation problem based on the

graph theory. This approach seems to be adapted to the

extraction of fuzzy anatomical shapes in medical imaging

and presents capabilities for the detection of multi-objects.

This paragraph resumes the basic aspects of this theory and

describes how a simple version of FC has been adapted to

be used in an efficient way on cardiac MSCT images.

A Fuzzy Connectedness algorithm. In classification

problems considered in image segmentation, the initial

idea proposed in [8] is to associate to each spel of an im-

age a membership value significative of the strength of

connectedness between this spel and the object of interest



(OOI). These membership values can then be submitted to

a final decision procedure. To initialize this process, the

user needs to select one seed point (or more) belonging to

the object to identify. The originality of the method lies in

the definition of the connectedness concept.

If V represents the set of spels of the image to segment

(in 2D, a spel is equivalent to a pixel, in 3D it is a voxel),

an affinity relation noted µv is firstly defined to compare

two spels of the digital space V . µv is given by:

µv : V × V −→ [0, 1]
(c, d) 7−→ µv(c, d)

(1)

and it defines the similarity between two spels (c,d). This

relationship can be defined according to several criteria of-

ten combined, including in most cases [8] adjacency and

homogeneity properties. The definition of µv is here com-

posed of two terms:

µv(c, d) = µad(c, d)µh(c, d) (2)

The first term is a spatial similarity term, reduced to a 6-

connexity relationship to select the spatial candidate spels

(d), neighbours of the spel (c). The second term is an ho-

mogeneity term brought by the image information for each

spel and is defined by:

µh(c, d) = µ1
h(c, d)µ2

h(c, d) (3)

which is composed of: (1) a local affinity term defined by:

µ1
h(c, d) =

1

1 + |f(c) − f(d)|
(4)

where the function f is linked to the spel local density in

the images; (2) a global affinity term defined by:

µ2
h(c, d) =







1
1+|f(c)−f(o)| , if f(o) belongs to the mode

defined for the object of interest;

0 otherwise.

(5)

where o is the seed point initially chosen by the user in the

object of interest.

One of the main point of Fuzzy Connectedness algo-

rithms stays in the construction of a set of paths P. Each

path pcd ∈ P linking two spels c and d is a finite serie of

spatially connected spels starting with the spel c and end-

ing with the spel d:

pcd = (s(0), s(1), ..., s(i), ..., s(n−1), s(n))
with s(0) = c and s(n) = d where s(i) ∈ V,∀i

(6)

The informations of continuity and connectedness intro-

duced by these paths provide a global point of view to de-

cide of the association of one spel to an object. They give

also a mean to face with local noise and artefact that can

be present in the images.

According to the FC theory, a strength is associated to

each path by introducing a function µN called Membership

Function, defined as follows:

µN(pcd) = min[µv(s(0), s(1)), µv(s(1), s(2)),
..., µv(s(i), s(i+1)), ..., µv(s(n−1), s(n))]

(7)

and the strength of the strongest path linking two any spels

c and d is given by the definition of the Fuzzy Connected-

ness µK(c, d) which is:

µK(c, d) = max [µN(pcd)]
pcd ∈ P

(8)

This “Max-Min” approach is the main point of the FC

theory. To segment an object, it is necessary to select a

seed point inside the OOI, and a Connectedness map is

therefore provided by computing the connectedness be-

tween each spel of the digital space and this seed point.

Finally, the user has to threshold this map according to the

object of interest. Complementary versions of FC have

been also proposed, in particular the Relative Fuzzy Con-

nectedness approach (RFC) [13] to avoid the thresholding

step by the use of two seed points (one in the background

and one in the OOI).

Connectedness Map and Dijkstra Algorithm. How-

ever, computing such a map requires the evaluation of nu-

merous “Max-Min” which is quite time consuming. Pow-

erful algorithms can be used to solve such problem. Di-

jkstra algorithm has been retained in this study and allows

to find the shortest path in a graph under the constraint of

a specific cost. The problem to solve here is effectively a

problem of graph searching where the nodes are the spels,

the links are the paths between two spels and the cost, the

affinity function. Considering this Dijkstra algorithm, the

construction of the connectedness map has been realized

with low costs in terms of memory use and rapidity. This

algorithm begins from a central seed point in the OOI and

expands the research in the graph in a width way.

Extension in time and extraction of clinical parame-

ters. In order to study the global cardiac function, the con-

nectedness segmentation algorithm is applied on dynamic

MSCT datasets. Considering that the left cavity is not sub-

mitted to a large global displacement, the same seed point

can be used for all the 3D volumes of one patient database,

provided that this point is positioned about the centre of

the cavity. From this seed point, the left cavities are seg-

mented along the whole cardiac cycle. As illustrated by the

figure 1(a), even with a low threshold, it generally results

to the extraction of the endocardium, but also of the begin-

ning of the aorta and of part of the left auricle. Depending

on the contrast between left and right cavities, part of the

right ventricle may also be extracted (cf. figure 1(b)).

Therefore, because segmented structures are not limited

to the left ventricle, disjoining it from the other structures






